GENERAL
Superior Filtration Products presents Super Cell 2; a disposable, high efficiency, V-radius pleated Filter, designed for
use of a Prefilter and/or primary Filter to be used in most commercial, industrial, and specialty installations. Available in 1-inch, 2inch, or 4-inch thicknesses with a variety of face sizes. The Super Cell Filters feature a fully electrostatically charged media that
utilized the Triboelectric Effect to more efficiently trap particulates with minimal pressure drop. The Triboelectric Effect is created
by placing two polymers with opposite dielectric properties in contact so that they exchange ions and creates, once separated, a
charge imbalance between the two. This ionic disequilibrium creates a strong electric field at the microscopic level of the filter
media. Because the Triboelectric charge exists in the microscopic level of the media, its existence cannot be easily detected by
instruments such as a voltage meter. The existence of static charge can be measured from the media’s increase in filtration
efficiency, especially in submicron sized particles.
Filter media is pleated to increase filtration surface area because it is denser and has a higher Efficiency level than
conventional _at panel type filters. Pleating the media than conventional float panel type filters. Pleating the media reduces air
flow resistance and extends filter’s life cycle. Pleating with variable radius wedge pleats reduce the end loss and dramatically
minimize pressure drop. Controlled pleat spacing and alignment assures uniform dust loading throughout the filter. The
configuration also increases the efficiency because the air flows though the sides of the pleats at an angle’ thus moving through
more of the media. Larger dirt particles are caught in the rear as their inertia prevents directional change, while smaller particles
tend to be trapped along the sides of the pleat.
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S2M8 – SuperCell 2 MERV 8
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Construction
The media is a lofted, non-woven polyester media is securely bonded to an expanded metal backer to
reduce any media movement. The design provides the strength needed to the pleats, maintaining their V-Radius
wedge pleat for maximum holding capacity. The metal backing has a 93% open area that allows the filter unit to
withstand heavy dust loading. The Die-cut is a two piece frame providing maximum strength and durability with a
double wall heavy duty high wet strength beverage board frame.
The filter media is bonded to the frame on all sides. This type seal prevents air bypass for the efficiency of
the filter as well as supports pleat spacing for even dust loading. Stabilizer face grids bonded to the front and back
of the pleats for durability and pleat stabilization exposing 96% media surface area. The quality of construction of
the Super Cell air filter will maintain its durability and integrity during installation and operation under normal
conditions.
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